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Create a Face Game 69

Why this is important
From their earliest days, tiny babies recognize a circle with two eyes and a 
mouth as a face. Now your child can practice creating her own representation 
of a face. Using shapes to represent parts of the face helps her learn the 
correct places for eyes, mouth, and nose. As she gains experience making a 
representation of a face, she shows that she understands parts of herself and 
strengthens her self-image.

What you do
• Cut out a large paper circle and a variety of smaller circles or other shapes, and give them to 

your child. 

• Point to the big circle and say, Let’s make a face together. What will it need to see with? You can 
suggest some shapes if she needs help.

• Ask what the face needs to eat with. Let her think about what is needed before telling her. 

• Offer your child a mirror so she can review the parts of her face. Point out that her eyes are above 
her mouth and the nose is in the middle. 

• Do not change the face your child creates, even if it is incorrect. She will eventually learn where 
each part belongs. 

Another idea
Think of other opportunities to create faces together. You can draw faces with crayons or finger 
paints. Playing with sand or molding dough also offer chances to make simple faces together.

Talk about the parts of a face as your child creates one using different shapes. 

Your child’s self-image will strengthen as she learns how to create a likeness  
of herself. 


